The Frontier tank for the Colorado 7 gives extra range without adversely affecting ground clearance and with a 112 litres capacity, this is the perfect accessory for long distance touring.

This Frontier tank is a direct replacement for the O.E tank and as such does not require the spare wheel to be relocated. Made from a specifically blended Crosslink polymer material and carrying an additional 37 litres, this tank has a wall thickness of up to 8mm, making it durable and impact resistant, perfect for off road fuel tank applications.

The tank is supplied with quality hardware, fixtures and fittings, allowing for a fast and easy installation.
Design Characteristics:

- Made from durable and impact resistant Crosslink polymer material.
- One piece body construction.
- Small impact on ground clearance and designed to take up voids under the vehicle.
- Easy and fast installation.
- No rusting or corrosion of the tank body.
- Allows for flexing of the vehicles chassis.
- Machined pump plate to accept OEM fuel module.
- Individually pressure tested
- Supplied with new strap mounting kit.
- Made in Australia.

Filler Neck:

Each Frontier tank is fitted with a fully machined filler neck milled from aluminium, allowing for fast, easy fuel delivery.

Pump Plate:

Each tank utilises a vehicle specific sealing flange, which provides a positive sealing surface for the factory fuel module.

CNC machined from 8mm thick steel, the fuel pump module sealing flange is zinc plated for resistance against corrosion.
Strap mounting kits:

Steel mounting straps attach to the underside of the vehicle and provide a non rigid mounting system, allowing for movement of the tank within the chassis.

The rubber coated steel mounting straps have been designed to meet the extra load requirements and attach to original mounting points within the vehicle chassis, keeping the tank secure and allowing fast and easy installation.